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Dear Commissioners,

my name is Julie Lyford. 
I am the Chairperson of Groundswell Gloucester, have lived in Gloucester NSW for 33
 years, was a former councillor for 17 years, Mayor for two years and a former Registered
 Nurse. I have been personally involved for over 20 years in the fight to save the
 Gloucester valley from inappropriate coal and CSG mining. I received the Order Of
 Australia award in 2015 for mainly services to the protection of the environment. These
 are my personal thoughts.

As you would be aware, the Rocky Hill court case judgement found in favour of the
 community, with social impacts and the Aboriginal, scenic and agricultural significance of
 the area a strong part of the judgement. I know from the personal costs how hard the fight
 has been and this is the same fight that the Bylong and Hunter residents have been going
 through for many years.
Why is it so hard for some to understand that if you destroy the very fabric of our places,
 water sources, environmental needs and sense of who we are you actually destroy people
 and communities. Why is there no value on this? Who are you really representing?
The fight in Gloucester destroyed the trust in Government of many otherwise trusting
 people - mental health impacts have been huge and ongoing (even though we have ‘won’ -
 the damage to many is unforgivable. We see it every day and it is an outrage. Immoral and
 unethical)

The Bylong situation is very close to the Gloucester one. We stand by this community as it
 has tried so valiantly to protect what should be on the top of the list for the government -
 protecting our land, water and future. And its people. Climate warming is here - drought is
 unprecedented, water is our major asset. This mine should not proceed. Please do not
 continue to put people and their communities through more of this living hell and out of
 touch obsession with coal. fossil fuel extraction and the destruction of the very
 environments we need for our futures. 
You cannot and must not ignore the climate warnings and consequences. I will be bold and
 say that there is a personal issue of culpability if this mine proceeds. You know that
 continuing to dig coal is not in the best interests of our kids, grandkids, the planet and the
 future. You cannot deny this is the case. To approve this mine, with all the knowledge of
 what lies ahead, would be a dereliction of your duty as a custodian for our communities.
 Your good conscience is needed more than ever.

Thank you for reading. Today I did yet another interview with a Dutch newspaper
 reporting on the Rocky Hill decision, after another last week and hearing reports that it is
 now discussed widely discussed globally. The ripple effect is continuing .
However, in spite of this great decision be Justice Preston, sadly, Australia is looked at
 with disgust and as a socially backward country when dealing with human rights and the
 environment. We used to be a proud country, leading the way. Approving this Bylong
 mine will show the world we lack the morals, ethics and intelligence to create a more
 progressive future through transitions to renewables and showing respect for the air we
 breathe, the water we need to survive and respect for our indigenous cultures. Be strong
 and be leaders. Show the leadership to transition away from damaging communities and
 environments to enhancing them. Stop the mine.



Other reasons this mine should not proceed -

●       

The Bylong
coal project is the wrong mine in the wrong place at the wrong time, and the
heritage expert report advises that it “will irrecoverably alter the
landscape’s scenic picturesque views and visual relationships” 

●       

The Bylong
valley has already been listed as a Landscape Conservation Area by the National
Trust for its ‘significance as prime agricultural land with a rural landscape
of exceptional scenic value’. In addition, this same landscape has recently
been assessed as meeting criteria for listing on the State Heritage Register.

●       

Tarwyn Park
has been nominated for listing on the State Heritage Register. Heritage
consultants GML have advised that “there is concurrence between professionals”
that Tarwyn Park is eligible for listing.

●       

Heritage consultants
GML have advised the Commission that even though the proposed open cut pits and
overburden have been moved from Tarwyn Park “there will be a material impact on
the water and soil values of the wider landscape which underpins [natural
sequence farming] and the property’s ability to demonstrate the technique” 

●       

KEPCO’s mine
proposal has already harmed the heritage values of the Bylong Valley and Tarwyn
Park thanks to the company’s aggressive purchasing of properties, which has
emptied the valley of families associated with its history and led to the loss
of an active thoroughbred stud, the local school and the historic Mouse Races. 



●       

We can’t
afford to compound this harm by allowing the mine to proceed. 

●       

The
Commission has not received further advice about the Wiradjuri cultural
heritage of the Bylong Valley but these values will also be lost and degraded
by the coal mine and need protection. 

●       

New South
Wales has plenty of coal mines, but it only has one Bylong Valley, which is
unique and irreplaceable and must remain intact to flourish. 

Yours sincerely
Julie Lyford OAM

Gloucester
NSW 2422

      




